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 the external hard drive can be only read by suprema biomini plus, no one else. on the other hand suprema biomini plus can read
the external hard drive, no one else. why? A: I can't answer the "why" part of your question, but I think you are looking for the
answer in the wrong place. The root problem is that the hard drive from which you are copying files is external and the hard

drive to which you are copying files is internal. Your computer does not have an external optical drive. The external hard drive
is a USB device, so it looks like a USB device to your computer. As far as Windows is concerned, the hard drive is a USB

device, and USB devices can be read by any USB-supported computer. Your computer is "seeing" the internal hard drive and
then, when the copy completes, "seeing" the external hard drive. When you copy to the external hard drive the files are copied
from the internal hard drive. Q: how to add text from code behind in asp how do i add text from code behind to this textbox or
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label aspx page. .cs file protected void Page_Load(object sender, EventArgs e) { lbl.Text = txt1.Text; } It doesn't work. I
tried.text too. But the text is only text on the page not my textbox or label text. Html Textbox has runat="server" property. So
we can access it in code behind. ASPX Page : .cs file: TextBox txt = (TextBox)Page.FindControl("txt1"); lbl.Text = txt.Text;
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